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Global Economy Highlights
2018 was challenging for the global economy. This is due
to several factors that occurred this year such as the
import-tariff war between United States and
China, declining price of commodity, weakening economic
performance in European and Japanese zone countries, as
well as increasing trend of interest rates and capital
outflows pressures in emerging countries such as
Argentina, Brazil, Turkey, South Africa, Mexico, and
Indonesia. Considering this matters, the IMF has made a
downward revision of global economic growth in 2018 and
2019 would remain at 3.7% or the same as that of in 2017.

Domestic Economy Highlights
Indonesian economy has been resilient during 2018. This is
indicated by the growth of Indonesia's Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) at the level of 5.17% in 3Q 2018 and
projected at 5.15% - 5.20% for FY 2018, an increasing trend
since 2015.

Household consumption is still a factor driving Indonesia's
economic growth. Contributed 53.68% of GDP, household
consumption grew 5.01% in 3Q 2018, higher than last year
growth of 4.93%. This growth was driven by retail sales
which grew by 4.21%, a significant increase compared to
3Q 2017 which only grew by 0.13%.

Indonesia's inflation rate in 2018 is at a manageable level
of 3.13%, lower than last year and within BI’s target of
3.5% ± 1%. Low core inflation, stable food
prices, transportation costs, and
communication, supported by better infrastructures are
factors that stabilize Indonesia's inflation rate in 2018.
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Government fiscal also shows improvement as budget
deficit can be maintained at the level of 2.19% of GDP
shows government commitment to keep the budget
healthy.
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Fiscal Deficit

The challenge is coming from current account
deficit, recorded at 3.37% of GDP in 3Q 2018, resulted
from Indonesia dependency to imported goods.

Bank Indonesia (BI) has taken preemptive measures to
maintain the stability of the rupiah exchange rate against
the US Dollar. Throughout 2018, BI raised its benchmark
rate, BI 7 Days Reverse Repo Rate, by 175 basis points to
6.5%. BI also introduces DNDF (Domestic Non-Delivery
Forward) to maintain the stability of the Rupiah. Rupiah
exchange rate back to the level of IDR 14,380/USD after
reaching IDR 15,200/USD in October 2018.

Previous BI regulations regarding underlying foreign
exchange transaction, mandatory use of IDR for domestic
transaction and hedging requirement also provide stronger
foundation for Rupiah stability.

In addition to retail sales, passenger car sales also grew
significantly by 8.40%, higher than that of in 3Q 2017
which amounted to 1.17%.

However, a positive factor is coming at the end of 2018, as
the Chairman of the Fed stated that the Fed's interest rate
had approached the normal level, thus increasing Fed fund
rate in 2019 is expected to slowing down.
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One of the banking industry challenges is liquidity, loan
growth of banking industry reached 12.69% while deposit
only grew 6.6%, so LDR increased from 90.19% in FY 2017
to 94.09% in 3Q 2018. The last time industry LDR reached
above 92% level was in December 2015, of 92.11%, at that
time loan grew 10.44% while deposit only grew 7.25%.
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Industry LDR

The other challenge is a fast pace of increasing reference
rate, that will increase cost of fund (CoF). On the other
hand, bank can not easily pass-through all the increase to
lending rate to maintain asset quality. This condition will
squeeze bank’s margin in the short run. Hence, until the
end of September 18, Indonesia banking industry still
recorded net profit growth of 10.7% yoy. This
achievement improves ROA to 2.50% compare to last year
recorded at 2.47%.

Financial Highlights

BRI Update
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In Q3’18, BRI’s loan recorded at Rp772,7 Tr or increased
16.3% YoY, above the industry loan growth of 12.7% while
deposit reached Rp 825.5 Tr, grew 12.8% (YoY) higher than
industry deposit growth of 6.5%. That condition pushed
the LDR increase to 93.15%. Asset quality is at a
manageable level. Even though NPL ratio increase from
2.23% in September 2017 to 2.46% in September 2018.

Loan at Risk (Loan in category NPL, Special Mention and
Restructured Category Current) declined from 10.5% in
September 2017 to 10% in September 2018.

As stated before, pressure in margin due to policy rate
increase translate in NIM declining from 7.64% in June
2018 to 7.61% in September 2018

However, pressure on the upper line was compensated by
high growth of non operating income (17.6%)
YoY, relatively moderate opex growth (11.%), as well as
lower provision expense (-13.6%).

Therefore, as of September 2018 net profit recorded at Rp
22.9 Tr or increased 13.9% YoY
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BRI’s Digital Strategy Framework
In the current digital era, a fast, efficient and secure
service is a top priority. To achieve this goal, BRI focuses on
three main areas of product and services development to
support BRI’s objectives being the leader in digital
banking, i.e.

1. BRI Core Digitization
Providing digital experience of BRI services to
customers through optimizing BRI
channels, integrated digitization as well system
standardization and simplification

2. Digital Ecosystem
Building an ecosystem to offer BRI’s products
and services, such as digital platform, building a
new model business and collaboration with a
fintech company.

3. New Digital Proposition
Innovation in digital product and service by
optimizing BRI's network and
infrastructure, through optimizing digital
systems to reach un-served market by
conventional banking services; increase digital
capacity of BRI’s products as well as enabling
cross function system with subsidiaries.

Banking Industry
As of September 2018, Indonesia banking industry is still
supported by solid capital ratio that reaches 22.91%, more
than adequate to cover loan expansion and to anticipate
the potential of increasing risk profile.
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Initiatives in Digital Strategy

• One stop service for loan
disbursement

• Mobile based application – anytime,
anywhere access

• Currently implemented to all micro
outlets & loan officers

• The advantages are : reduce turn
around time (TAT); increase
productivity of micro business
channel, increase loan monitoring &
recovery; strengthen MIS – improve
performance & business strategy

Through Indonesia Mall, BRI
support BRI’s MSME
customers to go on-line to
expand its channel of
distribution.

• BRILink agent are customers, who appointed
as BRI’s branchless banking agent with fee
income sharing scheme

• Simple banking transaction such as Cash
deposit & withdrawal, bill payment, mobile
phone voucher purchase, loan installment,
money transfer (in the bank & intra bank)
etc can be performed through BRILink Agent.

• BRILink agent can act as referral for potential
micro loan borrower

• As of September 2018 BRI has 272,817
agents across Indonesia

Application Programming Interface

Connecting business process, services,
content and data to partner’s
network, internal team and
independent developer easily and
securely.

BRISPOT BRILINK

• MY QR is payment method by scanning QR (Quick Response) code using BRI mobile application
installed in the mobile phone.

• MY QR is accessible by non-BRI’s customers, easy and secure.
• The transaction is online and the source of fund coming from T-Bank, mobile phone based

electronic money.

Merchant Assessment 

Recommendation of 
prospective BRILink
Agents, based on distance 
to the village business 
centre &BRI’s 
outlet, financial activities 
& agent density

Credit Underwriting

A modular scoring platform 
provides information on 
demography, behaviour& 
financial trx, to understand 
the risk level of a 
borrower, to offered more 
loan 

Fraud Detection

Realtime detection of 
anomaly fraud 
transaction based on 
customer behavior 
transaction

Early Warning System

A Modular Scoring 
Platform provides 
prediction of borrower’s 
default based on 
demographic information 
and its financial 
transaction

BIG DATA 
leveraging the competitive 

advantage

Strong foot print in Indonesia banking industry provided BRI with abundance data that have huge 
potential and valuable insight to solve business challenges.  This data is BRI’s treasure and BRI is 

ready to explore it using Big Data technology
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BRI Group – integrated financial solutions
Currently, BRI become one of the financial groups that provides complete financial solution, from banking services, both
conventional & shariah, life insurance, multi-finance, securities and asset management. This is inline with BRI’s long term
strategy, 2018-2022,to be the integrated financial solution.

M & A in 2018

M & A in 2018

BRI Ventures

Danareksa 
Sekuritas (DS)Danareksa 

Investment 
Management 

(DIM)

BRI Venture
Type of Business: Venture Capital

BRI acquire 97.61% of shares Sarana Nusa Tenggara Timur Ventura (a.k.a BRI
Venture) on on December 20th 2018 from Bahana Artha Ventura (BAV)

BRI Venture is developed to be BRI’s Corporate Venture Capital (CVC) to do a
strategic investment, especially growth-stage startup company with potential of
synergy with BRI Group and/or capital

Danareksa Sekuritas (DS)
Type of Business: Securities Company 

Underwriter, brokerage, financial advisors, etc)

BRI acquire 67% of shares Danareksa Sekuritas on December
21th, 2018 from Danareksa

By having securities company, it is expected BRI will have
better access to capital market, increasing alternative source
of income as well as increasing retail customer based for both
BRI and Danareksa Sekuritas

Danareksa Investment Management (DIM)
Type of Business: Investment Management)

BRI acquire 35% of shares of Danareksa Investment Management on
December 20th, 2018 from Danareksa

Danareksa Investment Management will be BRI’s vehicle to provide better
service for priority banking customer and also capturing business potential
from increasing mid class segment in Indonesia

Sharia Bank
73%

Life Insurance Company
91%

Commercial Bank
87.10%

Remmitance Company
100%

Multifinance Company
99%

BRI Ventures
Venture Capital

97.61%

Securities Company
67%


